


From the days 17-21 of January, the city of lights welcomes one of the biggest furniture design 

fairs of the world. Known in the design community as the event that dictates the best of the 

design world, Maison et Objet Paris 2020 will surely display all the new design trends and 

incredible design concepts by top luxury brands such as Boca do Lobo.

Every single year at Maison et Objet, expectancies are high. Design lovers and professionals 

who come from all around the world are guaranteed to experience the best from the best and 

design brands deliver a one for the books experience when stepping foot into the stands. 

Boca do Lobo, as always, will be present at this gathering of modern design, displaying its 

most sought-after novelties.

Boca do Lobo is an edgy, risk-taker luxury design brand that, with every product, seems to 

amaze even more the design community. With a signature contemporary style, the brand adds 

a touch of avant-garde mixed with unique elements and materials.

BOCA DO LOBO STAND HALL 8 | C3
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THE CITY OF LIGHTS 
WELCOMES THE ABODE OF 
INTERNATIONAL DESIGN
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METAMORPHOSIS CONSOLE



The brand will present 5 New Design Pieces. A lengthy tradition of bespoke and exceptional 

Craftsmanship to conceive such an exclusive design.

Entering into the Dining Area, the new definition of detailed craftsmanship, the classic but 

edgy Metamorphosis Dining Table takes the main role with one-of-a-kind design aesthetic 

and refined statement to the most influential minds. Surprising every professional, the Brand 

prepared a second and more contemporary Dining Area, with Pietra Dining Table in the 

center stage.

By the two living rooms in this splendid design scenario, Imperfectio Sofa and Versailles 

armchair create perfect luxurious areas yet romantic in a peculiar way.

Boca do Lobo prompt bittersweet emotions and stimulate intimate feelings of belonging. Each 

piece has a unique, timeless character, revealing an attention to the smallest details.
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PIETRA OVAL DINING TABLE 
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REMARKABLE DESIGN PIECES 

5 EXCLUSIVE NEW DESIGNS 

WILL BE PRESENTED

DIAMOND BLUE

Projected to be the jewel in the crown of the Portuguese brand Boca do Lobo, the Diamond 

Sideboard is a reflection of the furniture jeweler’s expertise and quintessence, undoubtedly 

deserving its title. This opulent object, full of resources and desire, has two carefully sculpted 

doors that reveal a gold lined interior with shelves and two drawers. This piece is inspired by 

the gothic furniture of the romantic period, with its capacity to take advantage of the power of 

imagination, prevision and escape, without forgetting its unique character.



PIETRA OVAL DINING TABLE (NEW PIECE)

Playing with function and sculptural form, Pietra dining table shapes a timeless experience 

through its classical aura and finest Nero Marquina black marble. Reminding the renaissance 

era, its oval top gently lies in two robust marble columns, each one conceived from 

solid blocks hand-sculpted and turned to create different details for additional texture. 

A noble material carved in Boca do Lobo workshops, conceiving a soulful statement 

dining table ideal for elegant and refined dining rooms. Designed for eight seats, the 

contemporary feel of Pietra is effortlessly stylish and it is suitable for indoor or outdoor use. 

 

VERSAILLES ARMCHAIR (NEW PIECE)

Projected to be the jewel in the crown of the Portuguese brand Boca do Lobo, the Diamond 

Sideboard is a reflection of the furniture jeweler’s expertise and quintessence, undoubtedly 

deserving its title. This opulent object, full of resources and desire, has two carefully sculpted 

doors that reveal a gold lined interior with shelves and two drawers. This piece is inspired by 

the gothic furniture of the romantic period, with its capacity to take advantage of the power of 

imagination, prevision and escape, without forgetting its unique character.
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VERSAILLES ARMCHAIR



VENICE MIRROR

Mirrors are widely believed to have enchanting powers thanks to their ability to reflect light and 

show appearance so precisely and incredibly. Through a passionate explosion of romance, 

drama the Venice Mirror stirs emotion in anyone that catches its eye. Hand cut and carved 

by an experienced artisan who’s passion for glasswork goes back as far as his childhood, 

the Venice represents Boca do Lobo’s ambition to bring value to true craftsmanship through 

contemporary design.

IMPERFECTIO SOFA (BESTSELLER)

Mirrors are widely believed to have enchanting powers thanks to their ability to reflect light and 

show appearance so precisely and incredibly. Through a passionate explosion of romance, 

drama the Venice Mirror stirs emotion in anyone that catches its eye. Hand cut and carved 

by an experienced artisan who’s passion for glasswork goes back as far as his childhood, 

the Venice represents Boca do Lobo’s ambition to bring value to true craftsmanship through 

contemporary design.
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NOTES TO THE EDITOR

9th to 14th April 2019  

Paris Nord Villepinte

OPENING TIMES

From Friday to Monday: 9.30 am to 7 pm 

Tuesday: 9.30 am to 6 pm

BOCA DO LOBO STAND 

Hall 8 | Stand C3

INTERVIEWS REQUEST

Marco Costa | CEO and Creative Designer

*Available upon previous request via press@bocadolobo.com

ABOUT US

Boca do Lobo seeks to encourage and represent the most authentic handcrafting techniques 

around the world by understanding and interpreting the past, through technology and 

contemporary design. We dare to design artistic products and accurately handcrafted pieces 

with years of legacy. We are fearless and crave for innovation, being able to deliver an 

unparalleled experience and fulfill our most demanding clients’ desires and needs.
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GENERAL ENQUIRES

Press Team
press@bocadolobo.com
PR & Press Manager  
irodrigues@bocadolobo.com

SOCIAL MEDIA
#bocadolobo


